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Art All Night in 2019. Art All Night is Artworks’ 24-hour art 
festival held annually at the historic 50,000 square foot 
Roebling Wire Works building in Trenton.



Muralists Andre Trenier (left) and Sophie Ban (right) painting live at Artworks’ Art All Night festival in 2019.



Interactive live mural painting at Artworks’ Art All Night festival in 2019.



Completed mural at the 2016 Windows of Soul neighborhood beautification event, held in Trenton’s blighted Wilbur section. The 2016 
event and mural were a collaboration between the SAGE Coalition artist collective and Artworks.



Activated and energized vacant lot at the 2016 Windows of Soul neighborhood beautification event, held in Trenton’s blighted 
Wilbur section. The event was a collaboration between the SAGE Coalition artist collective and Artworks.



Activated and energized vacant lot at the 2016 Windows of Soul neighborhood beautification event, held in Trenton’s 
blighted Wilbur section. The event was a collaboration between the SAGE Coalition artist collective and Artworks.



Street view of artist Nam June Paik’s fully restored public art installation PBS (1963-2000) in downtown Trenton. In 2018-2019, 
Artworks oversaw the $160,000 state-funded restoration of the 1993 neon and video artwork by this world-renowned artist.



Artworks strives for community engagement and participation in the murals it creates in Trenton. This 2019 image 
shows youth and teens helping paint a mural panel by artist Jazmyn Jones. The full mural would subsequently be 
installed at the Trenton Public Library main branch. The project was a collaboration between Artworks and the I Am 
Trenton Community Foundation.



Youth and teens helping paint a mural panel by artist Jazmyn Jones at an Artworks community event in 2019. Later 
that year, Artworks would install the completed mural at the Trenton Public Library main branch.



Youth and teens helping paint a mural panel by artist Jazmyn Jones at an Artworks community event in 2019. Later 
that year, Artworks would install the completed mural at the Trenton Public Library main branch.



A 2020 tour of Jazmyn Jones’ finished mural at the Trenton Public Library main branch, given to Spanish-speaking 
immigrant students in Trenton.



View of Jazmyn Jones’ finished mural at the Trenton Public Library main branch. The mural was installed by 
Artworks in 2019. The project was a collaboration between Artworks and the I Am Trenton Community Foundation.



Detail of Jazmyn Jones’ finished mural at the Trenton Public Library main branch, installed by Artworks in 2019.



Detail of Jazmyn Jones’ finished mural at the Trenton Public Library main branch, installed by Artworks in 2019.



Trenton teens creating freestanding murals at Drumthwacket in Princeton in collaboration with artists Leon 
Rainbow, Sophie Ban and Radek Selski. The summer 2019 project was a partnership between Artworks and the 
Drumthwacket Foundation. 



Creating freestanding murals at Drumthwacket in Princeton. 



Trenton teens creating freestanding murals at Drumthwacket
in Princeton.



First Lady Tammy Murphy joins Trenton teens, artists and Artworks staff as they look at progress on the outdoor murals 
at Drumthwacket.



A completed mural created by Trenton teens and artists Leon Rainbow, Sophie Ban and Radek Selski at Drumthwacket, 
summer 2019. The project was a partnership between Artworks and the Drumthwacket Foundation.



A completed mural created by Trenton teens and artists at Drumthwacket, summer 2019. 



A completed mural created by Trenton teens and artists at Drumthwacket, summer 2019. 



View of completed murals on the grounds of Drumthwacket in Princeton. The murals were created by Trenton teens 
and artists Leon Rainbow, Sophie Ban and Radek Selski in the summer of 2019. The project was a partnership between 
Artworks and the Drumthwacket Foundation.



Two of three interior murals created by Artworks in the fall of 2020 for the Rider University Center for Diversity and Inclusion in 
Lawrenceville. The murals are a collaboration between artists Leon Rainbow, David Gillespie, Marlon Davila and students from Rider 
and Trenton. 



Interior murals created by Artworks for the Rider University Center for Diversity and Inclusion in Lawrenceville. The murals are 
a collaboration between artists Leon Rainbow, David Gillespie, Marlon Davila and students from Rider and Trenton



Black Lives Matter mural created by Artworks in the fall of 2020 and installed on the side of our headquarters building in downtown 
Trenton. Individual mural panels were created by (left to right), Kwenci Jones, Jonathan Conner, Roy Hames, Jr., and Andre Trenier, based 
on images taken by photographer Habiyb Shu’Aib of Black Lives Matter protests in Trenton in the summer of 2020. The mural was created 
by Artworks in partnership with the I Am Trenton Community Foundation.



Mural panels created by artists Kwenci Jones (left) and Jonathan Conner (right) for the Artworks Black Lives Matter mural



Mural panels created by artists Roy Hames, Jr. (left) and Andre Trenier (right) for the Artworks Black Lives Matter mural.



View of the Artworks headquarters building in downtown Trenton, showing the newly installed Black Lives Matter mural.


